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Chandler sizzling with new BY restaurants by David M. Brown, author Chandler continues to fill the plate with new places to eat, drink and meet. From tacos to seafood, barbecues to belize food and breweries, restaurants, cafes and eateries have opened or will soon open in the city centre
and elsewhere in the city. Going into the first stage of Overstreet, on the southwest corner of Arizona Avenue and Chandler Boulevard, are Camp Social and Easy Street. The anchor cinema is operated by Texas-based Flix Brewhouse, a 77,000-square-foot multifunctional campus designed
by DBM Ventures, designed by Brick and West, with the architecture of Cowley Architects and the design-build LGE Design Build. The 2,473 square feet over Easy will combine zero cooking, throwback decor and Midwestern hospitality. The restaurant will specialize in new picks for
breakfast favorites. Opening its second valley location, camping-themed Camp Social will serve a trail of snacks and dishes such as smoked steak tartare. We are pleased to continue the momentum surrounding downtown Chandler and Overstreet and further position the community as a
focal point for dining, entertainment and retail in the East Valley, said Mayor Jay Tibshraeny. Other places in the city centre already cater to guests, continuing to strengthen the city's reputation as the entertainment hub of the East Valley. Next to the perch on Alley Street, which celebrates
four years of food, cooking, entertainment and exotic birds, is Ghett Yo' Taco, 241 S. Oregon St., owned by Christian Sciacca, with part investor Mark Sepulveda. Yoli's Cafe previously opened on October 1, 2017, serving street-style tacos seven days a week. Starting with a four-bed corn
tortilla, each taco is cooked to order with fresh ingredients cooked that day, Sciacca said. Nine tacos make up the menu, with eight permanent items. Ninth, we decide what we feel like to do at the moment. Sometimes we like to go crazy and make some not-so-ordinary tacos, he explained.
Name? We sat with my family and friends and were shooting names back and forth. We liked Ghetto Taco, and with a little more brainstorming we came up with Ghett 'Yo' Taco. Wrapping around, the dog-friendly patio takes place on fire. We offer cheap prices so you and your friends can
enjoy awesome, fresh tacos and cold beer in a place that invites with a home-style feel where you can sit back and enjoy,' he said. Nearby is West Ellie Barbecue and Smokehouse, 111 W. Boston St., offering pork, brisket, chicken, turkey, sausage, ribs and seasoned fish fillets, all with
vinegar base sauce. The restaurant is owned by Chandler's father and son, Bardot Brantley and Christian Brantley, who regularly eat at the original West Alley barbecue in Jackson, Tenn. This is the first extension for the family company. We have the best pork on top with vinegar slaw and
creamy slaw. We consider Tennessee barbecue and use Wood smoke all our meat, bardot said, despite the fact that smokers are on the patio as well as pit fire. Just down Sasha's Kitchen Street and Cocktails, 81 W. Boston St., formerly VB Lounge. The restaurant, owned by Sasha
Chandler and Donna Kolich, is best described as an eclectic American and is open daily for lunch, dinner and drinks at the bar in the center of which is a restaurant. We are one of the rare gourmet restaurants in the historic district, and everything - and I mean everything - is fresh and
homemade, Sasha said. We have a hardworking, crazy good chef. Can't do better than this: great food, great drinks. Outside downtown, diners can enjoy the flavors of Louisiana, 6245 W. Chandler Boulevard, which offers family recipes steeped in the culture and traditions of Cajun
Louisiana, said Marcus Whiting, general manager. It opened last November as the company's second place; the first is in Avondale. The restaurant is open daily for lunch and dinner. It's an authentic Cajun in the Arizona desert - a very fragrant and unique selection of dishes that are sure to
keep people coming back for more, Whiting said, adding: Also, we have a lovely eat-in atmosphere that embodies Southern hospitality, including zydeco music, string lights and a fresco-sized Louisiana swamp, with the goal of making you feel as if you're dining right on the bayou! Recently
opened at Fulton Ranch Egg N'Joe, 4010 S. Arizona Ave., serving breakfast and lunch seven days a week, and La Madeleine Country French Cafe, 3605 W. Chandler Blvd., serving breakfast, lunch and dinner. Belize Cafe Elvira, the state's only restaurant with food from a small Central
American country, opened in April on 2386 N. Alma School Road, north of Warner Road. We're all about flavors, featuring Caribbean-style dishes, said owner Luis Lopez. He and his wife Elvira are natives of Belize and now Chandler. Copper still moonshine Grill, which also opened last
November, takes place on 7450 W. Chandler Boulevard, which was formerly Hurricanes Grill and Wings. The restaurant has 25-gallon copper still above the central bar. The kitchen is an American grill: burgers and sandwiches, pastas and salads. Our burgers are handmade patties
consisting of an 80/20 earth cartridge that is fresh for us four days a week and never frozen, said Chuck Smeriglio, owner/operator, whose business partner is Stephen Wipf. Chandler men opened their first copper still moonshine Grill in November 2013 on Gilbert Road, south of Williams
Field Road, Gilbert. Our turkey breasts are slowly roasted in the house, and our wings 'B and G' are second to none. Our hummus and tortillas, made by scratch, are a favorite guest, and we also have some unique foods that you won't find anywhere else, Smerillo said. Smeriglio said the
restaurant is the state's best seller Ole Smokey Samoshin, adding: We feature Moonshine Moonshine-based cocktails, and we also use flavors of moonshine in our marinades and sauces. Arizona © PeteLinforth/PixabayDespite being a phoenix suburb, Chandler is not provincial, especially
when it comes to food. One of Arizona's fastest growing cities, its spectacular dining scene reflects its cosmopolitan makeover, combining Asian cuisine and Pacific fusion with Southern cuisine and Tex-Mex classics. We choose 10 great restaurants to try at Chandler.Tumbleweed Statue in
Chandler © Stephen Gurner/FlickrSanTan Brewing Company Since 2007, Santan Brewing Company has created its name as one of Arizona's premier craft breweries. Under their trademark Southwestern Style Ales, SanTan has concentrated the hype around its drinks around the brewery
pub, which has quickly become one of the Phoenix Metropolitan Region's favorites for artisan hops and wholesome dishes. Beer at SanTan Brewery © Lauren Topor/FlickrTumi Fine PeruvianTumi Fine Peruvian Cuisine gives Latin cuisine in the American Southwest a respectable name.
From ceviche and aji spices to yucca and potatoes, Toomey offers a rare palette of salty flavours that no culinary adventurer can afford to miss. Ceviche © Author David and Katarina from Peru/Slovakia/WikiCommonsBarrelhouseCalling themselves around scratching the kitchen,
Barrelhouse sources fresh and local ingredients to provide upscale, new American comfort food. The place prides itself on simple and delicious food at a fair price, and a close focus on keeping the community patrons. Delicious dishes like white mac truffle and cheese, Caribbean jerk spicy
sea bass and lobster baked chili rellenos prove a happy marriage of Tex-Mex and Southern cuisine. Barrelhouse, 2050 N Alma School Rd, Chandler, Arizona, USA, No. 1 480-857-8877Roy's ChandlerRoy's is a fusion of European techniques combined with the cuisine of the Pacific Ring,

resulting in an elegant and well-thought-out approach to the exotic tastes of Hawaii and beyond. Focusing on fresh fish and mouthwatering preparations from Sichuan-style to kimchi, Roy takes Arizona out of the desert and into Chandler Pacific.Roy's, 7151 W Ray Rd, Chandler, AP, USA,
No. 1 480-705-7697More scallops on the menu at Roy © Ralph Daily/WikiCommons'TejasBorn Chandler from a Victorian home in Austin, Texas, draws inspiration from the American South and Southwest to craft some of Chandler's most attractive cross-border Mexican and Spanish
traditions. K'Texas Chandler, 7221 W Ray Rd, Chandler, Arizona, USA, No. 1 480-893-7550Boutique Restaurant, Restaurant, American, Vegetarian, Vegan, $$Kai in the patio at the sunset Courtesy of KaiHoused at Shetonra Wild Horse Pass Resort, Kai brings the experience of high
dining to its local roots in the Native American tribes nearby. With local culinary concepts such as melon, saguaro cactus syrup and chili, some are freezing Kai, the main dishes get extra flair from the occasional use of molecular gastronomy in the form mousses, foam and emulsions.
Vintage 95Vintage 95 calls the building that once served as Chandler's first post office in 1926 home, and there is no doubt that its location remains just as important to this day. Serving modern American cuisine with an updated approach to classics, vintage 95 specialties cover tortillas and
bruschettas, seafood and some of the best livestock in the West. Vintage 95 channels of different Mexican approaches in seasoning and spice, serving up a tantalizing side along with beautiful fillets and cuts. Vintage 95, 95 W Boston St, Chandler, AP, USA, No. 1 480-855-9463Spring Roll
Factory Roll Factory Performs all the elusive combination of fast and healthy food, providing a welcome alternative to fast food archetypes. Rooted in the Vietnamese triumvirate banh mi, pho and, of course, spring rolls, the factory offers excellent food for the bargain without sacrificing
freshness. Spring Rolls © jonathanvalencia5/PixabayThailiciousAdding is another delightful version of Chandler's rich scene of Asian and Asian-style restaurants, Thailicious specializes in designing signature Thai dishes with a modern feel. Classic Thai treats like crab spring rolls have been
made even more decadent with stuffed cream cheese and spicy sauce for dipping mayo. Thailicious, 5865 W Ray Rd #6, Chandler, AP, UNITED States, No 1 480-306-6792Shrimp Tempura on the menu at Thailicazious © april_kim/Pixabay april_kim/Pixabay new restaurants in chandler az
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